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MASTER-OSCILLATOR 
POWER-AMPLIFIER (MOPA) EXCIMER OR 
MOLECULAR FLUORINE LASER SYSTEM 

WITH LONG OPTICS LIFETIME 

CLAIM OF PRIORITY 

This application claims priority to US. Provisional Appli 
cation No. 60/484,046, ?led Jul. 1, 2003, as Well as US. 
Provisional Application No. 60/484,929, ?led Jul. 3, 2003, 
each of Which is hereby incorporated herein by reference. 

TECHNICAL FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to a Master-Oscillator 
Power-Ampli?er (MOPA) excimer or molecular ?uorine 
laser system, particularly a MOPA system having optics With 
a relatively long lifetime. 

BACKGROUND 

Semiconductor manufacturers are currently using deep 
ultraviolet (DUV) lithography tools based on KrF-excimer 
laser systems, operating at Wavelengths around 248 nm, as 
Well as ArF-excimer laser systems, Which operate at around 
193 nm. Vacuum UV (VUV) tools are based on F2-laser 
systems operating at around 157 nm. These relatively short 
Wavelengths are advantageous for photolithography appli 
cations because the critical dimension, Which represents the 
smallest resolvable feature siZe that can be produced pho 
tolithographically, is proportional to the Wavelength used to 
produce that feature. The use of smaller Wavelengths can 
provide for the manufacture of smaller and faster micropro 
cessors, as Well as larger capacity DRAMs, in a smaller 
package. In addition to having smaller Wavelengths, such 
lasers have a relatively high photon energy (i.e., 7.9 eV) 
Which is readily absorbed by high band gap materials such 
as quartz, synthetic quartz (SiOZ), Te?on (PTFE), and sili 
cone, among others. This absorption leads to excimer and 
molecular ?uorine lasers having even greater potential in a 
Wide variety of materials processing applications. Excimer 
and molecular ?uorine lasers having higher energy, stability, 
and e?iciency are being developed as lithographic exposure 
tools for producing very small structures as chip manufac 
turing proceeds into the 0.18 micron regime and beyond. 
The desire for such submicron features comes With a price, 
hoWever, as there is a need for improved processing equip 
ment capable of consistently and reliably generating such 
features. Further, as excimer laser systems are the next 
generation to be used for micro-lithography applications, the 
demand of semiconductor manufacturers for poWers of 40 W 
or more to support throughput requirements leads to further 
complexity and expense. 

In laser systems used for photolithography applications, 
for example, it Would be desirable to move toWard higher 
repetition rates, increased energy stability and dose control, 
increased system uptime, narroWer output emission band 
Widths, improved Wavelength and bandWidth accuracy, and 
improved compatibility With stepper/scanner imaging sys 
tems. It also Would be desirable to provide lithography light 
sources that deliver high spectral purity and extreme poWer, 
but that also deliver a loW cost chip production. Require 
ments of semiconductor manufacturers for higher poWer and 
tighter bandWidth can place excessive, and often competing, 
demands on current single-chamber-based light sources. 
Many of these obstacles are overcome by taking advantage 
of a dual-gas-discharge-chamber technology referred to 
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2 
herein as MOPA (Master OscillatoriPoWer Ampli?er) 
technology. MOPA technology can be used to separate the 
bandWidth and poWer generators of a laser system, as Well 
as to control each gas discharge chamber separately, such 
that both the required bandWidth and pulse energy param 
eters can be optimiZed. Using a master oscillator (M0), for 
example, an extremely tight spectrum can be generated for 
high-numerical-aperture lenses at loW pulse energy. ApoWer 
ampli?er (PA), for example, can be used to intensify the 
light, in order to deliver the poWer levels necessary for the 
high throughput desired by the chip manufacturers. The 
MOPA concept can be used With any appropriate laser, such 
as KrF, ArF, and FZ-based lasers. 
Components of a MOPA laser system can include those 

discussed in US. patent application Ser. No. 09/923,770, 
?led Aug. 6, 2001, hereby incorporated herein by reference, 
Which discloses a molecular ?uorine (F2) laser system 
including a seed oscillator (or master oscillator) and poWer 
ampli?er. The seed oscillator comprises a laser tube includ 
ing multiple electrodes therein, Which are connected to a 
discharge circuit. Seed radiation can alternatively be pro 
vided by an excimer lamp maintained at loW pressure. The 
laser tube is part of an optical resonator for generating a laser 
beam including a ?rst line of multiple characteristic emis 
sion lines around 157 nm. The laser tube can be ?lled With 
a gas mixture including molecular ?uorine and a buffer gas. 
The gas mixture can be at a pressure beloW that Which 
results in the generation of a laser emission, including the 
?rst line around 157 nm having a natural line Width of less 
than 0.5 pm, Without an additional line-narroWing optical 
component for narroWing the ?rst line. The poWer ampli?er 
increases the poWer of the beam emitted by the seed oscil 
lator to a desired poWer for applications processing. A poWer 
ampli?er (PA) typically includes a discharge chamber ?lled 
With a laser gas, such as a gas including molecular ?uorine, 
and a buffer gas. Electrodes positioned in the discharge 
chamber are connected to a discharge circuit, such as an 
electrical delay circuit, for energiZing the molecular ?uorine 
in the chamber. The discharge of the PA can be timed to be 
at, or near, a maximum in discharge current When a pulse 
from the master oscillator (MO) reaches the ampli?er dis 
charge chamber. Various line-narroWing optics can be used, 
such as may include one or more tuned or tuneable etalons. 

A major limitation to deep-UV (DUV) excimer laser 
systems is the lifetime of the optical components used 
therein. Especially at the level of output poWer on the order 
of tens of Watts, fast decay of optical components increases 
doWntime as Well as operational costs for applications such 
as microlithography. While implementation of the MOPA 
concept can increase the output poWer of the laser system, 
one of fundamental limitations of existing MOPA systems is 
this relatively short optics lifetime. For example, one of the 
principal factors limiting the optics lifetime in a MOPA 
system is the fast degradation of the output WindoW of the 
ampli?er discharge chamber, as this optical component is 
typically at the point Where the poWer is at the highest level. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 shoWs a block diagram of an optical layout that can 
be used in accordance With one embodiment of the present 
invention. 

FIG. 2 shoWs a (a) side vieW of a MOPA laser system 
including a pulse extender module and a (b) corresponding 
top vieW of the pulse extender module top that can be used 
in accordance With one embodiment of the present inven 
tion. 
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FIG. 3(a) shows details of a beamsplitter arrangement that 
can be used in accordance With one embodiment of the 
present invention. 

FIG. 3(b) shoWs a detailed vieW of beam portions at the 
beamsplitter of FIG. 3(a). 

FIG. 3(c) shoWs an exemplary pulse stretcher output 
Waveform. 

FIG. 3(d) shoWs details of another beamsplitter arrange 
ment that can be used in accordance With one embodiment 
of the present invention. 

FIG. 3(e) shoWs details of another beamsplitter arrange 
ment that can be used in accordance With one embodiment 
of the present invention. 

FIG. 4 shoWs details of a beam path that can be used in 
the ampli?er of FIG. 1(b). 

FIGS. 5(a) and 5(b) shoW details of a spatial ?lter that can 
be used in accordance With various embodiments of the 
present invention. 

FIG. 6 shoWs details of another beam path that can be 
used in the ampli?er of FIG. 1(b). 

FIG. 7 shoWs details of (a) a coated plate beam splitter and 
a (b) prism beam splitter that can be used With the arrange 
ment of FIG. 6. 

FIGS. 8(a)i8(c) shoW various beam expanding 
approaches that can be used in accordance With various 
embodiments of the present invention. 

FIG. 9 shoWs an extended output WindoW position that 
can be used in accordance With various embodiments of the 
present invention. 

FIG. 10 shoWs an overall laser system showing compo 
nents that can be used With a system in accordance With 
various embodiments of the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

Systems and methods in accordance With various embodi 
ments of the present invention can employ any of a number 
of optical layouts and approaches in order to increase the 
lifetime of various system optics. These approaches can 
include, for example, reducing the average poWer density 
and peak intensity of a beam (or optical pulse) that passes 
through these optical components. This reduction can be 
signi?cant for those optical components, as a high-poWer 
beam output from an ampli?er in a MOPA system such as 
that shoWn in FIG. 1 can reach a poWer level on the order 
of 100 W, Which can lead to signi?cant degradation of the 
optical components. 

FIG. 1 shoWs a top vieW block diagram of an exemplary 
optical layout 100 that can be used With a MOPA system in 
accordance With one embodiment of the present invention. 
Various other MOPA con?gurations, as Well as detail regard 
ing the Workings of MOPA systems, are disclosed in pending 
US. patent application Ser. No. l0/696,979, ?led Oct. 30, 
2003, Which is hereby incorporated herein by reference. 

In the generaliZed con?guration 100 of FIG. 1, a master 
oscillator (MO) 102 includes a ?rst discharge chamber 
having disposed therein a pair of electrodes 112 on either 
side of a beam path through the MO for generating an optical 
pulse. The MO can include a line-narroWing optics module 
110 for narroWing an oscillator beam (or optical pulse) in the 
discharge chamber, and an outcoupler module 114 for out 
coupling the beam. Although not shoWn, it should be rec 
ogniZed by one of ordinary skill in the art that various other 
elements can be included in the oscillator Which are not 
shoWn, such as output beam diagnostic tools, circuits for 
forming a discharge pulse, and electronic controls. Many of 
these components Will be discussed With respect to FIG. 10. 
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4 
A poWer ampli?er (PA) 104 can be positioned along the 

beam path at a distance from the MO, such as a distance 
comparable to the pulse length in free space, or at least half 
of the pulse length. The beam (or pulse) can pass directly to 
the ampli?er, or can be redirected or otherWise affected by 
any of a number of optical elements positioned betWeen the 
oscillator and ampli?er. Further, any of a number of beam 
expanding elements, such as a prism and a focusing lens, can 
be used to expand the beam before the beam passes through 
the ampli?er. Expanding the beam can reduce the intensity 
of the beam, While alloWing the beam to utiliZe more of the 
area betWeen the electrodes in the poWer ampli?er, in order 
to maximiZe the gain obtained through ampli?cation. The 
beam expanding optics can produce a diverging or non 
diverging beam as knoWn in the art. Beam bending optics 
also can be used to alter the path of the beam, such as to 
direct the beam to the ampli?er and/or increase the path 
length betWeen the oscillator and ampli?er. 
The intensity of the beam betWeen the oscillator and the 

ampli?er is not very high, typically having pulse energy on 
the order of a feW milli-Joules or less. Optical elements such 
as prisms or mirrors therefore can be used effectively. The 
separation betWeen the MO and PA can cause any ampli?ed 
spontaneous emission (ASE) from the PA to be delayed With 
respect to the initial stages of pulse formation in the MO, 
such that pulse formation is not disturbed. A spatial ?lter 116 
can be located along the beam path betWeen the MO and the 
PA, Which can serve to further de-couple the MO and the PA, 
and Which can modify the siZe of beam siZe as described 
elseWhere herein. The PA can include a discharge chamber 
containing at least one pair of electrodes 118 on either side 
of the beam path. Once the beam makes a ?rst pass through 
the PA, the beam can exit as an output beam and/or can pass 
through a ring cavity for a second pass through the PA 104, 
as described elseWhere herein. 

At the output of the ampli?er chamber, the average poWer 
and intensity of the beam are typically the highest in the 
system. The ?rst optical component that the ampli?ed beam 
encounters is generally the output WindoW that seals the 
ampli?er chamber. This WindoW can be an un-coated, plano 
parallel WindoW made of CaF2 or MgF2, for example. In 
order to reduce the intensity of the beam per unit area of the 
WindoW, the WindoW can be tilted With respect to the beam 
(as shoWn in FIG. 4). The intensity of the beam at the 
WindoW surface can be reduced by a factor of approximately 
1.5 When such a WindoW is placed at the BreWster angle 
relative to the beam. 

After exiting the poWer ampli?er, the beam can pass 
through at least one beam bending and/or expanding optical 
component 106. After passing through the beam bending/ 
expanding optic(s) 106, the beam can pass through a pulse 
stretcher component 108, Which can effectively stretch the 
length of the output pulse as described beloW. In certain 
embodiments, it can be advantageous to increase the output 
pulse length in order to, for example, reduce the peak poWer 
in the optical components of the stepper. It also can be 
practical to use at least one of the beam bending/expanding 
optics as part of a delay line of the pulse stretcher, Where 
possible. As knoWn in the art, a delay line can include any 
of a number of re?ective, refractive, or transmissive optical 
elements capable of directing a beam along an optical path 
of a predetermined length, such that the beam exits the delay 
line after a predetermined amount of time has passed from 
the entrance of the beam into the delay line. A delay line 
typically includes a number of turning mirrors for directing 
the beam. 
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Several beam bending and/or beam expanding optics can 
be used to direct and expand the beam after passing from the 
discharge chamber of the poWer ampli?er. A beam bender in 
one embodiment includes four prisms used to fold the beam, 
simultaneously changing the polarization When necessary 
for the accompanying pulse stretcher. For instance, a pulse 
stretcher can be placed Within the body of the laser in a 
vertical plane in order to alloW utilize the footprint of the 
laser With a minimal number of beam folding optics. In order 
to provide an output beam in the horizontal plane, the beam 
can be further bent using another beam bender, Which can 
include a pair of prisms, for example. 

After passing through the beam bending and/or expanding 
optics, the beam can pass through a pulse stretching com 
ponent 108. A pulse stretching component can be used to 
obtain a pulse length of around 200 ns as desired by the 
Lithography industry, for example, as an excimer laser 
typically has a pulse length around 20*35 ns. Such a pulse 
length can be obtained by stretching the pulse With a pulse 
extending/stretching component, or “pulse stretcher.” The 
length of the output pulse after the pulse stretcher can 
depend on the length of the delay line inside the pulse 
stretcher. For optimum performance in one embodiment, the 
delay Within the delay line should be as long as the pulse 
length of the input pulse. For an input pulse of 30 ns, then, 
a delay line length of about 30 ns is used Which leads to an 
optical path length of about 10 m. It can be desirable for the 
length of the delay line to be substantially equal to the length 
of the input pulse, as a shorter delay time can result in 
overlap betWeen the re?ected and delayed pulses. Further, a 
longer delay time can lead to gaps betWeen the re?ected and 
delayed pulses. 

Arranging the delay line vertically is feasible, as dis 
cussed above, but the beam may need to be folded many 
times in order to obtain the desired optical path length. This 
is due at least in part to the limited space in vertical direction 
of the laser device. Typically, a vertical space of about 1.5 
m is available inside the laser enclosure, With an available 
Width of less than one meter. For typical pulses on the order 
of 20*30 ns, the optimal delay line length then is on the 
order of 6*10 m. In order to obtain a path length of 10 m in 
such an enclosure the beam Would have to be folded 6*8 
times. As each mirror can introduce additional losses, it can 
be preferable to minimize the number of mirrors. 
One embodiment that can provide the necessary path 

length While minimizing the number of additional mirrors is 
shoWn in FIGS. 2(a) and 2(b). In this exemplary system 200, 
a laser housing 202 is shoWn to contain the master oscillator 
206 and poWer ampli?er 208, as Well as any turning mirrors 
or other components that are typically included in such a 
laser housing. The housing can be made out of any appro 
priate material, such as for example sheet metal or plastic. 
The housing also can have at least one output WindoW 228 
in an end panel of the housing for transmitting a generated 
laser beam as an output pulse. The end panels (not shoWn) 
of the laser housing 202 in this embodiment are about 1.0 m 
Wide and 1.5 m high. This exemplary laser housing also has 
upper and loWer horizontal panels 224 forming a top and 
bottom to the housing, With each horizontal panel being 
about 1.0 m Wide and 3.0 m long. The laser housing also has 
vertical side panels (not shoWn but parallel to the plane of 
the Figure in FIG. 2(a)) forming sides to the housing, With 
each vertical panel being about 1.5 m high and 3.0 m long. 
A horizontal pulse extending module 204 can be placed 
adjacent to one of the horizontal panels 224, such as a 
distance above and parallel to the upper horizontal panel 224 
of the laser enclosure 202. Placing the pulse extender outside 
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6 
the housing but parallel to one of the horizontal panels 
alloWs for use of an amount of space approximately equal to 
the footprint of the laser enclosure 202, Which can use 
approximately the entire 3 m length of the housing as 
opposed to the 1.5 m height for vertical extenders, Whereby 
folding the beam three to four times can be su?icient to 
obtain the desired path length. A horizontal pulse extender 
also can be more e?icient and much simpler than the vertical 
counterpart, and can be replaced easily Without interfering 
With the alignment or the laser itself. 

Di?ferent pulse extenders can be built, each of Which can 
stretch the pulse by a different factor based on the optical 
path. In a simple case, a pulse extender can provide a 
stretching factor of about 3.0, Wherein the stretcher includes 
a beam splitter and three folding/imaging mirrors. More 
sophisticated models can include, for example, a “striped” or 
graded re?ectivity beam splitter capable of stretching the 
pulse by a factor of about 4*10, or a sequential pulse 
extender Where tWo individual extenders with different 
optical path lengths are arranged in series. Striped beam 
splitters are described, for example, in US. patent applica 
tion Ser. No. 10/790,660, entitled “Optical Pulse Duration 
Extender,” ?led Mar. 1, 2004, Which is hereby incorporated 
herein by reference. The pulse extending module can be 
contained Within a housing of a comparable footprint and/or 
material to that of the laser housing. 
As seen in the side vieW of FIG. 2(a), a horizontal beam 

(or pulse) exiting the oscillator chamber 206 and passing 
through the ampli?er chamber 208 can be folded vertically 
by a mirror 210 and/or at least one prism. The folded beam 
can leave through one of the horizontal housing panels 224 
of the laser enclosure 202 and enter the pulse extender 
module 204. There, the beam can be folded back onto the 
horizontal axis by a folding mirror 214, and can directed to 
a beam splitting element 216, such as a dielectrically-coated 
plate or a prism beamsplitter as discussed beloW. The 
beamsplitter can cause a portion of the beam to be re?ected 
to a folding mirror 222 that directs the beam out of the pulse 
extender module and back into the laser enclosure 202. The 
remaining portion of the beam can be directed by the 
beamsplitter through a delay line of the pulse extender, here 
including relay imaging mirrors 218 and 220. After passing 
through the delay line, at least a portion of the delayed beam 
can be directed to folding mirror 222 and directed back into 
the laser enclosure 202. At the desired exit height, for 
example, the beam can be re?ected by a mirror 212 and/or 
at least one prism onto the horizontal axis. Additional 
mirrors, prisms, or other steering optics can be used to steer 
the output beam, either before or after exiting the laser 
enclosure 202 through an output WindoW 228. Extending the 
pulse can reduce the intensity of the pulse, such that the life 
of the output WindoW is extended. 
The path of the beam inside the pulse extender can include 

any appropriate path, such as the example shoWn in the top 
vieW of FIG. 2(b). Here, after mirror 214 folds the beam into 
the horizontal plane, a triangular beam path is created by 
beamsplitter 216 and folding elements 218 and 220. It 
should be understood that any of a number of paths, such as 
rectangular or irregular beam paths, can be created using any 
number of turning elements as knoWn in the art, in order to 
obtain the proper path length in the available amount of 
space, and should not be limited to the examples discussed 
herein. After the beam has passed through the optical delay 
line of the pulse extender module 204, another folding 
optical element (or the same as the input element) can direct 
the beam back into the laser enclosure for output as an 
output pulse. Redirecting the beam through the original 
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output WindoW of the laser enclosure prevents the need to 
realign the optics or adjust the footprint of the overall 
system. 

In another embodiment, a beam exiting the discharge 
chamber of the poWer ampli?er, Which may also pass 
through a set of beam bending and/or expanding optics, can 
pass through a pulse extending (or pulse stretching) com 
ponent 300 such as that shoWn in FIG. 3(a). This pulse 
stretching component can consist of a beamsplitter 302 and 
at least tWo folding and imaging mirrors 304, 306. While this 
pulse stretching module can be used as a stand-alone mod 
ule, such as in a vertical orientation, it should be understood 
that the approach also could be used With the horizontal 
pulse extender module of FIG. 2(a). The beamsplitter 302 
has a substantially planar ?rst surface that can re?ect a 
portion 308 of the pulse energy toWards the output. If an 
optical pulse is incident on the planar ?rst surface at a 
shalloW angle, such as about 9° relative to the plane of the 
surface, then the re?ected portion Will be re?ected toWard 
the output WindoW at an angle of about 9° relative to the 
surface. At least one beam bending element can be used to 
direct the re?ected portion to the output WindoW Where 
necessary. In another embodiment, any necessary beam 
bending can be done before the beamsplitter, With the 
beamsplitter being oriented such that the re?ected portion is 
re?ected directly to the output WindoW along the output 
beam path. 

The portion of the optical pulse that is not re?ected by the 
?rst surface Will be substantially transmitted through the 
beamsplitting element as a transmitted portion 310. If the 
beamsplitting element Was a planar plate as in existing 
systems, the beam expansion in the beamsplitter Would be 
compressed aWay upon exit of the beamsplitter. Since the 
present embodiment uses a beamsplitting prism 302, shoWn 
in more detail in FIG. 3(b), the angled second surface 322 
opposite the planar ?rst surface 320 alloWs the transmitted 
portion to be expanded When exiting the beamsplitting 
prism. The amount of expansion can be controlled by the 
angle of the second surface 322, relative to the planar ?rst 
surface 320 and the angle of incidence of the optical pulse 
on the ?rst surface. For instance, the second surface 322 of 
the beamsplitter 302 is shoWn to form an apex angle 6 With 
the third surface portion 324. Each of the second and third 
surfaces is angled With respect to the ?rst surface, such as an 
angle of about 7°49° in FIGS. 3(a) and 3(b). In one example, 
the prism is an equilateral prism With an apex angle of about 
165°. For this example, the preferred range is betWeen about 
155° and 175°. The angle causes the beam to be expanded 
by about a factor of 3 When exiting the second surface of the 
beamsplitting prism. The amount of expansion can be 
selected to obtain a desired reduction in intensity of the 
beam, in order to extend the lifetime of the system optics. In 
FIG. 3(a), the expanded beam passes through a delay line 
and back to the third surface 324. Since the second surface 
and third surfaces are similarly angled With respect to the 
?rst surface, but in the opposite direction, the expanded 
beam Will be compressed When passing back through the 
beamsplitting prism, such that the transmitted beam exiting 
the ?rst surface Will be approximately the same Width as the 
original beam that Was incident on the ?rst surface. Further, 
the path of the transmitted beam Will be substantially the 
same as the path of the re?ected beam. This alloWs both the 
initial and delayed beam portions to folloW the same output 
path Without any additional optical elements. In one embodi 
ment, the delay line is con?gured such that the transmitted 
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8 
portion intersects the second and third surfaces of the prism 
at similar angles in order for the initial and delayed portions 
to folloW the same exit path. 
The transmitted portion 310 of the pulse is delayed With 

respect to the re?ected portion 308 by an amount that equals 
the time for the transmitted pulse to folloW one round-trip 
through the delay line formed in part by mirrors 304, 306. 
While at least a portion of the pulse can be added to the 
output upon transmission through the beamsplitter 302, a 
portion of the transmitted beam can be re?ected by the ?rst 
surface and directed back through the delay line. A re?ected 
portion of the delayed pulse then can be further delayed in 
subsequent round-trips through the delay line. The output of 
the pulse stretching component in this embodiment then is a 
series of pulses spaced apart by a time interval de?ned by the 
delay line, With a correspondingly diminished energy per 
pulse. The resulting “Time-Integral Square” (TIS) length of 
the output pulse is increased, as compared to the input pulse. 
The resulting central Waveform of such an output pulse can 
be as shoWn in FIG. 3(0). The solid line 350 in the plot 
represents the overall intensity of the output pulse Wave 
form, While the dashed lines 352, 354 represent the indi 
vidual intensities of output pulses from individual round 
trips in the delay line. The separation betWeen peaks of the 
output pulses due to the delay line can be seen. The amount 
of delay in the delay line can be, for example, approximately 
equal to the incident pulse length at the 1/e2 level. A greater 
delay typically Will not provide a signi?cant increase of the 
TIS pulse length, but typically Will require more space. At 
the same time, a shorter delay can decrease the output TIS. 
The transmission/re?ection ratio of the beamsplitter can be 
adjusted in such a Way that the ?rst tWo output pulses of the 
Waveform are of approximately equal energy, thereby pro 
viding a nearly-maximum TIS pulse length-stretching ratio. 
In one example, a transmission rate of about 65% has been 
shoWn to be effective, assuming losses of about 17% in the 
delay line. 
As shoWn in FIGS. 3(a) and 3(b), the beamsplitting 

element 302 can be an equilateral prism, Where the second 
and third surfaces 322, 324 can have an apex angle 6 that, 
for at least one embodiment, is optimally betWeen 90° and 
180°, or betWeen 90° and 165°. Smaller apex angles can 
increase the expansion of the beam transmitted from the 
second surface 322 of the beamsplitter, as described beloW, 
While larger angles can reduce losses due to re?ection and 
can alloW for a thinner overall prism. It can be advantageous 
to use a prism that is as thin as possible, as certain materials 
are not completely uniform and can cause artifacts and/or 
losses in the beam. The apex angle 6 of the embodiment 
shoWn in FIG. 3(b) is approximately 165°. The apex angle 
can determine the expansion of the transmitted beam in the 
delay line, and also can affect the shape and/or footprint of 
the delay line by affecting the angle at Which the transmitted 
beam exits the beamsplitter. The selection of the apex angle 
can strike a balance betWeen beam expansion and intensity 
losses due to re?ection at the second surface of the prism. An 
apex angle that results in the transmitted beam exiting the 
second surface in a direction normal to the second surface 
can provide the greatest amount of beam expansion, but also 
can experience the highest amount of intensity loss due to 
re?ectance from the second surface, such as a loss on the 
order of about 4%. It therefore can be necessary to select the 
apex angle to balance the amount of possible beam expan 
sion With the amount of acceptable intensity loss. In the 
embodiment of FIG. 3(b), it Was found that an acceptable 
balance Was obtained With an apex angle of about 165°. With 
an apex angle of 165°, an incidence angle of 81° relative to 
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normal results in a beam expansion of a factor of 3.2, With 
minimal losses due to the beam striking the second surface 
at the BreWster angle. If the apex angle Were 98°, by 
comparison, the beam expansion Would be about a factor of 
4.8, With losses at the second surface on the order of 4%. 
A beamsplitting prism 302 can be made of any appropri 

ate material, such as CaF2, excimer-grade fused silica, 
magnesium ?uoride, or sapphire, for example. Since the 
angle of the prism relative to the incident beam is used to 
control the re?ectance, and the apex angle of the prism is 
used to control the bending and expansion of the transmitted 
beam portion, no partially re?ective coating or dielectric 
coating is required on the ?rst, second, or third surfaces. The 
lack of such a coating can provide for a longer lifetime than 
is observed for coated beamsplitters. Further, use of such a 
prism alloWs the beam to be spread over a larger surface area 
than other beam splitters due to the range of apex angles, 
alloWing for a loWer intensity per unit area and a corre 
sponding increase in optic lifetime. 
As shoWn in the example of FIG. 3(b), an incident beam 

(or pulse) can intercept a ?rst surface 320 of the beamsplitter 
at a predetermined angle 0t, Which in this case is at an angle 
of approximately 8.40 such that the incident ray strikes the 
?rst surface at about 81.60 from normal to the surface 320. 
The angle at Which the incident beam strikes the ?rst surface 
320 of the beamsplitter can be selected in order to obtain the 
desired re?ectance from the ?rst surface. Using such small 
angles alloWs re?ectances on the order of 25%435% to be 
obtained, such that there is no need for a re?ective, or 
partially re?ective, coating on the ?rst surface. The re?ec 
tivity RP of the uncoated surface of a prism beamsplitter can 
be determined by the following Fresnel formula: 

Where (1)1 and (1)2 are the incidence and re?ection angles, 
respectively. For example, a prism made of CaF2 With a 
refractive index of 1.5 at 193 nm can have a preferred range 
of incidence angles of about 80°483o relative to the surface 
normal. Since the beamsplitter does not have a coating on 
the ?rst surface as in the prior art, the manufacture of the 
beamsplitter can be simpli?ed, and the lifetime of the 
beamsplitter extended. 
A beamsplitting prism can be designed, and aligned 

relative to the incident beam, such that the transmitted 
portion of the incident beam traverses the second surface 
322 at nearly the BreWster angle, With no theoretical loss. 
The transmitted beam also Will be expanded by a factor of 
about 3.44 in this example, Which can help to reduce the 
intensity of the beam on the folding mirrors. Similarly, the 
delayed beam can pass through the third surface 324 and can 
again be incident onto the ?rst surface 320, such that at least 
a portion of the delayed beam exits from the ?rst surface at 
about 81.60 relative to the normal. The transmitted portion 
of the delayed beam can be compressed by a ratio of about 
3 .44, or back to the approximate Width of the original optical 
pulse, and can be added to the output of the pulse stretching 
component. Thus, the beam siZe is substantially restored 
upon a complete round-trip through the beamsplitter and 
delay line. The process can repeat a number of times, as a 
portion of the delayed beam Will continue to be re?ected by 
the ?rst surface as long as the beam contains a su?icient 
amount of energy, providing delayed output pulses With 
potentially diminishing intensity. 
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10 
As shoWn in FIG. 3(a), imaging mirrors 304 and 306 can 

be used to provide relay imaging of the beam from the input 
to the output of the delay line. In the embodiment of FIG. 
3(d), the imaging mirrors are concave, spherical mirrors 
With a radius of curvature approximately equal to the 
distance betWeen the mirrors. Alternatively, one can use 
lenses With ?at mirrors as shoWn in FIG. 3(a). In such an 
embodiment, the total delay in the delay line can be about 20 
nsec, Which can require about 3.0 meters of distance 
betWeen mirrors 304 and 306. HoWever, if such space is not 
available in the laser enclosure, one can use additional 
folding mirrors 360, 362 as shoWn in FIG. 3(d). Such an 
approach can be expanded to include additional folding 
mirrors in similar fashion, in order to obtain the desired 
delay in a smaller physical space. HoWever, additional optics 
can increase optical losses and cost, as Well as the complex 
ity of alignment. It therefore can be desirable to use the 
minimum amount of turning mirrors necessary to obtain the 
desired path length from the available space. For example, 
in order to obtain a 10 m path length in a 3 m space, four 
mirrors can be used as in FIG. 3(d) to obtain four paths each 
of approximately 2.5 m in length. 
A beam splitting component 370 in accordance With 

another embodiment is shoWn in FIG. 3(e). Here, the beam 
splitter 372 is a plano-parallel plate With substantially par 
allel ?rst and second surfaces 374, 376. The second surface 
376 can be coated With an anti-re?ective (AR) coating. As 
discussed With respect to FIGS. 3(a) and 3(b), an incident 
beam (or pulse) can intercept a ?rst surface 374 of the 
beamsplitter at a predetermined angle 0t, Which again can be 
an angle of approximately 84°, such that the incident ray 
strikes the ?rst surface at about 81.60 from normal to the 
surface 374. The angle can be selected in order to obtain the 
desired re?ectance from the ?rst surface, such as a small 
angle alloWing a re?ectance on the order of 30%435%. 
Being able to obtain such a re?ectance capability alloWs the 
beamsplitter to be used Without a re?ective, or partially 
re?ective, coating on the ?rst surface 374. Since the beam 
splitter does not have a coating on the ?rst surface as in the 
prior art, the manufacture of the beamsplitter can be sim 
pli?ed and the lifetime of the beamsplitter extended. The 
transmitted portion of the beam Will be expanded as the 
beam passes through the beamsplitter, but Will be com 
pressed back to approximately the same Width upon exiting 
the second surface 376. A signi?cant advantage of using 
small incidence angles is that the spot siZe formed by the 
transmitted portion of the beam on the second surface Will 
be signi?cantly expanded, such that the energy Will be 
spread out over the surface and any coating on the second 
surface Will encounter a much loWer intensity beam than in 
other existing systems. This loWer intensity can greatly 
increase the lifetime of the coating on the second surface. 
The beam should exit the beamsplitter at approximately the 
same angle as the angle of incidence 0t, due to the plano 
parallel nature of the plate. Upon returning to the beamsplit 
ter, the beam can be incident upon the second surface 376 at 
an angle of approximately 0t. Again, since 0t is a relatively 
small angle the spot siZe formed on the second surface due 
to the returning beam Will be signi?cantly expanded, as the 
spot siZe increases as the incident angle of the beam moves 
aWay from a normal to the surface. This expansion leads to 
a loWer intensity on the coating and a corresponding longer 
lifetime. 
An anti-re?ective coating can be applied to the second 

surface 376 in order to prevent re?ection of the returning 
beam. The returning beam again can be expanded While 
passing through the beamsplitter, and re-compressed upon 
















